LIBRARY AND COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAMS

Our Museum Educators can visit your library, organization or event to facilitate a variety of STEM focused programs at your site. Select from the programs below, or contact us to design a custom program for you.

PRICING:

$125 for each hour long class or activity station
$80 for every additional hour long class or activity station

Travel Fees may apply outside of Tarrant County.

SELECT FROM TWO DIFFERENT FORMATS:

Come and Go Stations 1 HOUR
As participants are enjoying your event, they will be able to drop by our activity station(s) and take part in our hands-on activities. In a come and go setting participants spend about 10-20 minutes per station. Each station can accommodate 20-30 people at a time. We recommend one station per 30 people expected at an event so that guests can travel between stations and avoid waiting to participate in activities. Our stations can be the whole event or part of a larger event.

Class Style Program 1 HOUR
Museum Educators will lead a Class Style Program for a pre-set number of participants. Class Style Programs typically have 30 participants and have a set start and end time. We are able to do multiple programs in a day to accommodate large groups.

PROGRAM OFFERINGS:

- Shaving Cream Bookmarks*
- Chromatography*
- Space*
- Electric Energy
- Static Electricity
- Chain Reactions
- Magnets
- Water Cycle
- Drops on a Penny
- Properties of Matter
- Predators and Prey
- Bird Beaks and Beyond

*Material fees may apply to these program offerings